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SUBJ: TELEVISION PROGRAM SUMMARY 170000: MRT 94-1022
SOURCE: MOSCOW RUSSIAN TELEVISION AND DUBL NETWORKS IN RUSSIAN
0000 GMT 17 APR 94
TEXT:

 судебный процесс по рассмотрению дела о нарушении законодательства, связанного с онлайн-покупками.

/(("ATY-BATY" PROGRAM; POOR RECEPTION; FIGURES IN PARENTHESES INDICATE TIME IN MINS/SECS SINCE START OF TAPE))

1. (0000) UNIDENTIFIED CORRESPONDENT VIDEO REPORT ON UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS PHENOMENA SEEKING TO CONFIRM THEIR EXISTENCE; INTERVIEWS WITH VARIOUS UFOLOGISTS, PSYCHOLOGIST, PEOPLE WHO CLAIM THAT SECRECY IS PART OF GOVERNMENT CONSPIRACY. (18 MIN)
2. (1748) UNIDENTIFIED ANNOUNCER PRESENTS MILITARY, POLITICAL NEWS: REPORT ON BLACK SEA FLEET SHIP SEIZURE, ARRESTS INCIDENT; INTERVIEW WITH RUSSIAN NAVY DEPUTY CINC I.V. KASATONOV WHO CALLS ENTIRE INCIDENT UNCIVILIZED. (2 MIN)
3. (1946) REPORT ON APPEARANCE OF LEAFLETS AT NORTHERN FLEET SUBMARINE BASE IN HURMANSK-150 CALLING ON OFFICERS TO ORGANIZE PROTEST OVER DELAY IN PAYMENT OF ALLOWANCES, UNSATISFACTORY Provisioning BY BLOCKADING ROAD INTO BASE. (UNO MIN; PROC)
4. (2010) VIDEO REPORT ON GRADUATION OF RESERVE OFFICERS COMPLETING BUSINESS STUDIES IN MOSCOW; INTERVIEW WITH SCHOOL HEAD ON AIM OF SCHOOL. (UND MIN)
5. (2100) VIDEO REPORT ON AZERBAIJAN AIR FORCE ATTACK ON RESIDENTIAL AREA OF STEPANAKERT, OTHER MILITARY ACTIVITIES; VIDEO SHOWS BUILDING RUINS, MILITARY, RADAR CONTROLLED MISSILE LAUNCHER, FRONT LINE POSITIONS. (UND MIN)
6. (2136) RUSSIAN AIR FORCE CINC SAYS NO AGREEMENT REACHED WITH UKRAINE ON RETURN OF BOMBERS TO RUSSIA; NUMBER, TYPE OF AIRCRAFT UNDER DISCUSSION GIVEN; TALKS STUMBLING BLOCK IS UKRAINE'S DEMAND FOR AN 'ASTRONOMICAL' SUM TO BE DEDUCTED FROM ITS DEBT TO RUSSIA; VIDEO SHOWS DISTANT BOMBER FORMATIONS, FIGHTER AIRCRAFT AEROBATICS.

UNCLASSIFIED
7. (2218) Duma speaker Rybkin, during visit to Strategic Rocket Forces unit, says there is great concern about situation in armed forces due to economic situation in country. (1 min)

8. (2319) Letters from mothers to Ministry of Defense asking to locate their missing servicemen sons. (Und min) 170000 17/09362 apr
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